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Administrative Decision  
Practical KP Guidance: How to conduct surveys of KP Participants and Observers 
 Taking into account the goal of improving the KP Certification Scheme (KPCS), the conduction of surveys (i.e. questionnaires) of the Participants and Observers regarding the KPCS and rough diamond trade can be initiated.   This document is intended to provide practical guidance or recommendations on how to conduct surveys of KP Participants and Observers.  It does not set forth rules on how surveys must be conducted in the KP.  1. The KP, the KP Chair, working bodies, or Participants or Observers (Requester) may conduct surveys of the KP Participants and Observers.   2. The Requester is encouraged to explain the decision to conduct a survey either verbally during Intersessional or Plenary meetings or in writing.  The written explanation may be provided in the document that sets forth the survey.  3. A KP Participant or Observer that intends to conduct a survey of KP Participants or Observers should consider forwarding its proposal to the KP Chair or to one or several KP working bodies for input before it is distributed.   4. The KP Chair and the said one or several KP working bodies should notify the KP Participants and Observers, or their working bodies members, immediately upon the receipt of the proposal. The Requester may either distribute the survey directly or forward its proposed survey to the Administrative Support Mechanism (ASM) for distribution.  Upon receipt, the ASM should distribute the survey, indicating on whose behalf the survey is distributed and by what date responses are requested.  The ASM or the Requester may send follow up reminders.    5. While responses to circulated questionnaires are on a voluntary (optional) basis, whenever possible, KP Participants and Observers are strongly encouraged to provide responses to a survey conducted by the KP, the KP Chair or a working body by the stated deadline.   6. For every survey, the Requester should indicate whether it is being (1) conducted on a confidential basis, such that all relevant documentation, results or analysis are marked “KP ONLY” consistent with the AD on “Procedures for Respecting Confidentiality within the KP,” or (2) conducted on a non-confidential basis.  If a Participant or Observer believes that its responses to a non-confidential survey could only be provided on a confidential basis, it should consult with the Requester.  7. Survey results, or an analysis thereof, should be distributed to all KP Participants and Observers, either directly by the Requester or through the KP Chair or the relevant one or several working bodies via ASM, which can occur at the Intersessional or Plenary, or in writing. 



 8.  The results (outcome) of a survey may be reported in a Communique through the KP Chair or the relevant one or several working bodies, as appropriate.  


